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Who is WAsafe?
Coalition of four NGOs:
◦ Washington Association of Building Officials (WABO)
◦ Structural Engineers Association of Washington (SEAW)
◦ American Society of Civil Engineers, Seattle Section (ASCE Seattle)
◦ American Institute of Architects, Washington Council (AIA-WA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formed in 2016 with assistance from WA State Department of Health – offered to allow us to use their database system for enrolling volunteers and contacting them in the event of an emergency



What does WAsafe do?
Assist local building officials with building 
safety assessments following a disaster 
(earthquake, flood, storm)
◦ Develop a group of qualified volunteer 

Building Safety Evaluators (BSEs)
◦ Provide WAsafe BSE training
◦ Maintain roll of volunteers

Assist WA State EMD in calling up and 
dispatching volunteers to where they are 
needed in large events
◦ Share/distribute resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you’re familiar with CalOES Structural Assessment Program or Missouri SAVE coalition, this is the Washington version of those.  Our training incorporates parts of the CalOES training program, but also incorporates a module on what is unique to WA, including State law.Emphasis on buildings.  Developed with the local building officials in mind, who are generally not responsible for public works (bridges, pipelines, etc.)



What are building safety assessments?
Evaluators assess whether buildings can be 
safely occupied
◦ Goal: allow people to reoccupy safe buildings

Internationally-recognized process to conduct 
assessments and communicate results to 
building owners, the public, and local 
authorities (ATC-20 or ATC-45)
◦ Red/yellow/green placards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluators can be engineers, architects, building inspectors and other building department personnel who have been trained in the process



Why is WAsafe needed?
Loma Prieta EQ (Bay Area, 1989) – San Francisco
◦ > 150,000 buildings impacted
◦ SF building department => 30 inspectors, 15 

engineers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers don’t pencil out, if want results in a reasonable amount of time.
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Why is WAsafe needed?
Loma Prieta EQ (Bay Area, 1989) – San Francisco
◦ > 150,000 buildings impacted
◦ SF building department => 30 inspectors, 15 

engineers

Northridge EQ (LA basin, 1994)
◦ 7,000 buildings unsafe to occupy (red)
◦ 22,000 buildings restricted use (yellow)
◦ 22,000 homeless

Tohoku EQ (Japan, 2011) – City of Sendai
◦ ~8900 buildings 
◦ 85% evaluated in 3½ weeks
◦ 20-25 teams/day (estimated need)
◦ 1500+ buildings unsafe to occupy (red)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers don’t pencil out, if want results in a reasonable amount of time.City of Sendai, Japan.  Much smaller area than SF or LA Basin.  8900 bldgs.  85% completed w/in 3-1/2 weeks.  Major aftershock => start over.  Completed w/in 2 months of main shock.  If they actually looked at every building, and if the teams average 12 evals/day, works out it could be accomplished by having approx. 20-25 teams available each day.  Don’t know how they actually staffed this.At same rate, would have taken SF 625 days to complete evaluations of every building if only rely on their staff.



Why is WAsafe needed?

Nisqually EQ (South Puget Sound, 2001)
◦ Seattle response

◦ 10 in-house inspection teams initially
◦ 15 volunteer architects/engineers
◦ 400 buildings evaluated w/in first week, 1500 w/in one 

month
◦ Private engineering firm hired to take over in 3rd week

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seattle probably has comparable number of buildings as SF (more area, less dense)Nisqually somewhat unique, because a very mild EQ.  However, that meant Seattle had to staff for regular work as well as emergency work, thus the need for volunteers.All 15 volunteers weren’t there the whole time—probably had 4-6 each day.



WAsafe Integration with WA EMD

MOU recognizes WAsafe as a resource 
within WA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although WAsafe volunteers can be a resource for EMAC (out of state) deployments, that is not the focus of WAsafe.



WAsafe Integration with WA EMD

MOU recognizes WAsafe as a resource

WAsafe included in SEOC ESF-3 CEMP
◦ SEOC to contact WAsafe to initiate resource 

requests and deployments of building safety 
evaluators (BSEs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CEMP = Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan



WAsafe Process Flow
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very simplified depiction of the process.  After the event happens, the Local AHJ (usually the Building Official) determines the need for help, sends request for building safety evaluators to local EOC.  (If no local EOC, goes direct to EOC at next level).  Local EOC forwards request to County EOC.  If County can’t fulfill, County sends request to State.  State EOC contacts WAsafe.  WAsafe contacts volunteers, assembles teams, and sends back to local AHJ.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gets complicated and chaotic, of course, in a large event with multiple requests coming in to SEOC. Those requests won’t be made at the same time, needs will change, etc.  Some counties may not wait for the Local AHJ to ask.  But it means that WAsafe will have to distribute available resources, which also means that there may not be enough to get teams to every AHJ—in which case WAsafe will let the SEOC know, and they’ll have to activate EMAC.



WAsafe and Local Authorities Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJs)
Only the local AHJ has authority to post 
buildings (RCW 19.27.031/WAC 51-50-003)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only local jurisdictions have authority to post buildings as unsafe through administrative provisions in the building code.  (Latest version of IBC adopted by RCW, WAC.  2018 IBC Section 116 covers unsafe buildings and structures)WAsafe system designed to work within that authority.  We don’t self-deploy.  Our training is very clear that to post placards, volunteers must be working under the authority of the AHJ and cannot act on their own.   In a bit of a wrinkle, the Good Samaritan laws were changed in the 2021 legislative session, such that neighbors can help neighbors without incurring liability.  For example, an engineer could voluntarily help evaluate the local church (upon request by the church) and give them advice whether they can serve as a temporary shelter after an earthquake and be shielded from liability.  However, the engineer is not shielded if they go around the neighborhood and start posting placards on their own initiative.Does not prevent owner from hiring an engineering firm to advise on building safety—just can’t post official placards.  Also doesn’t preclude the AHJ from setting up a system that pre-deputizes engineers a la San Francisco’s BORP, or alternate systems.  Those are outside the scope of WAsafe and in those cases, any liability coverage lies with the engineering firm.



WAsafe and Local Authorities Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJs)
Only the local AHJ has authority to post 
buildings (RCW 19.27.031/WAC 51-50-003)

WAsafe BSEs report to the local AHJ
◦ Register as volunteers w/ local EOC
◦ Must be deputized by the AHJ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Volunteer BSEs must register with the local jurisdiction (probably EOC?) as volunteer emergency workers. Gives them protection from liability (must be registered as emergency worker to have protection, per RCW 38.52.)  Then the AHJ (building official) has to deputize them, so they have authority to post placards. 
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can determine otherwise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the volunteers are deputized, they are acting under the authority of the AHJ.  The AHJ determines work assignments, that is, to which sites they are sent.  WAsafe has provided guidelines for the types of evaluations for which the BSE is probably qualified, but the AHJ has freedom to make assignments as needed.
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◦ NIMS-qualified BSEs can be integrated into WAsafe system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WAsafe members were heavily involved in the development of the FEMA/NIMS BSE requirements, but for many reasons, we have opted not to formally adopt them.  However, if the AHJ (again, typically the Building Official) is familiar with and requests NIMS BSE types, NIMS-qualified volunteers can easily be integrated into the WAsafe system.



Gaps and Needs
Test communications
◦ AHJ request          WAsafe

◦ Procedural/information gaps?

◦ Organized exercises

Build Visibility/Awareness
◦ Emergency managers
◦ Building Officials

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to test communications.  Does the model work?  If an AHJ makes a request, does it get to WAsafe, going through the channels?  Are there procedural or information gaps?  Theoretically, no, but we don’t really know.Need organized exercises, especially with local/regional/state EOCsNeed to build visibility & awareness among emergency managers and building officials in the state.  Taking opportunities to do so, apply for presentations at other EM events (Partners in Preparedness Conference, WA State Emergency Managers’ Association), present training at WABO Annual Education Institute and elsewhere.Working with local/county EMs to get inserted into their operations plans.



Gaps and Needs
Recruiting & Training
◦ WAsafe Coordinators

◦ SEOC Foundations training class
◦ WAserv database system
◦ East of Cascades involvement

◦ On-site Coordinators
◦ FEMA Post-Disaster Building Safety Evaluation Strike Team Leader
◦ FEMA Post-Disaster Building Safety Evaluation Strike Team Technical Supervisor

◦ Refresher training

Funding
◦ Part-time volunteers
◦ WABO funding heavy administrative support (including badge materials)
◦ Training proceeds/honoraria donations
◦ Est. $10-15K/year ongoing administrative costs
◦ WAsafe Coalition website development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internally:need to recruit more coordinators to work with the database of volunteer rollsNeed training for them how to work with database (run by DOH, too busy w/ COVID response)get more involvement from Eastside jurisdictions and professionalsTrain on-site coordinators (similar to FEMA Post-Disaster BSE types)Develop online/interactive refresher training for volunteers, so they don’t have to take the 6-8 hour course every time.  Could use funding for this (graphic artists, programming, etc.)Funding:Prefer not to rely on WABO’s good gracesA lot of effort to properly review and manage volunteer applications; respond to requests for classes and managing setup when we put them on; being able to staff someone to sign people up at the trainingsWant to make it as easy as possible to get people signed up, enrolled, and credentialedCalOES is State-funded, has FTEs.  Missouri SAVE is staffed by volunteers.  OrSAP is funded through the State Fire Marshal’s office.AIA received a grant to cover expenses for class and booksAlso need to develop WAsafe Coalition website.  Counterpart to Missouri SAVE website.



QUESTIONS?
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